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SYNOPSIS 
Quantum many body sys terns rn one and two drmensrons are known to exhrbrt behavroum 
which are radically dfierent from those d~played by the= three dimenaonal counterparts The 
novel physics generated ranges h m  the existence of fundamental particles wrth fractional 
atatlatics m two d~mensions called anyons , novel order parameters llke chlrallty which v~olate 
the dlscrete symmetries of parrty and t~mereversal, and the anomalous behamour of quantum 
spin cham 
In thm them , we focus on anyons and Rpin system In Part I of the thes~s we study vaned 
aspects of a system of "freee anyons We obtain a qualrtatlve prcture for the ground state 
wave function and energy of many anyons m a harmonic osclllator potential and the collect~ve 
properties of the anyon gas at T = 0 In Part I1 , we study quantum antiferrornagnets 
which are also known to behave differently in low drmensions For instance , integral and half 
rntegral sprn chams have quite drfferent low-energy properties rn the case of nearest neighbour 
Hasenberg antrferromagnetic rnteractrons We address related ~ssues hke , the effects of a tune 
reversal violatr ng three spin lnteractron term in a epin 1 12 antiferrornagnet on non-bipartrte 
two drmensional lattrces and the effects of drmenzation and fixstration In the one drmens~ond 
aprn-112 and sprn-1 systems 
In Chapter 1 , we bnefly introduce the concept of anyons wrth statrstrcs parameter 0 and 
survey some results pertmning to the few body as well as statrstrcal mechamcal aspects of 
anyon9 In Chapter 2, we first descnbe a perturbatron technrque developed to study a system 
of anyons wrth statlstlcs 0 near the bosons I e , e = 0 The ground state energres and wave 
functions of N anyons In a confining harmomc osclllator potentral and an external magnet~c 
field IS studred uslng perturbation theory born the ferrnionic (0 = R )  and bosonic (8 = 0) 
ends We ftnd that as the stat~stics psrameter changes, there are repeated level crossmgs 
in the ground state between states h a w  dfferent angular momenta and that the gmund 
state energy scales as IV3l2 , as the number of anyons maeases to d m t y  We also find 
that the these properties are mndependent of the drrect~on of the appked magnet~c field We 
conclude that the ground state wave funct~on 1s only plecewrse cont~nuous , the number of 
pieces rncreasing anth the number of anyons Chapter 3 deals mth the collective properties 
of a thermodynaxnrc system of anyons at T = 0 The anyons are treated as perturbed bosons 
and have stat~trcs 0 = w / p  The anyons are treated 1n a mean field sense, they move 
m an average statisbcal magnetic field with a repdsive Coulomb potentid between deruaty 
fluctuations We use the boson~c perturbahon theory of Chapter 2 and find that a system of 
neutral anyons at T = 0 has a suprfiwd phonan mode wxth a linear duspers~on , and charged 
anyons exhibit the Meissner effect 
Chapter 4 contains a brief exposition of quantum spin systems with antiferromagnetic 
interactions m one and two dimensions In Chapter 5 , we study the ImgeU (where U 
characterizes the on-site electron-electron lnteractlon ) limit of the one-band Hubbard model 
at half-fihng on a non-bipartite two dimens~onal att~ce We find that an external magnetic 
field Induces a three spin chiral intera,ction at order 1 / u 2  We present a model where, at low 
temperatures , the chiral term is seen to have a larger effect than the Paul1 oouphng of the 
electron spins to the magnetic field The ground state 1s a smglet wlth a gap , hence the spln 
suscept~b~l~ty is zero wh11e the chiral susceptibility s finite and paramagnetic 
In Chapter 6, we study the "phase dlagram" and some low energy properties of the 
i~otropic antiferromagnetlc spin-112 and spln-1 chams w~th d~merization and frustration , I  e , 
an alternat~on 6 of the nearest neighbour exchanges and a next nearest neighbour exchange 
J2 We obtan this phase diagram numerically uslng the density matnx renormalaation group 
For the spin-112 case we find the following results At 6 = 0 , the system is gapless for 
all Ja < J2c and has a gap for J2 > JZc = 0 2411 At JZc and for small 6 , the gap above the 
ground state grows as 6 with an exponent 0 667 i 0 001 The system exhibits a gap In its 
spectrum for all non-zero 6 There 19 a d15order hne glven by 2Ja + 6 = 1 To the left of 
the Lne the system has short ranged Nee1 order and to its nght , spiral order At t5 = 1, the 
system yl equivalent to two coupled spin-112 chams and there 1s a gap for all values of the 
mnterchan coupl~ng 
In the spin-1 case, there is a gapless pomt at 6 = 0 25&O 01 and Jz = 0 A hne emerges 
fiom thls gaplass polnt and runs across the ent~re J2 - 6 plane upto an almost gapless point 
at J2 = 0 725 f 0 01 , 6 = 0 The open cham ground state has a near four-fold degeneracy 
below thvs line and is unique above it The disorder hne obtrtlned in the spin-112 case , exlsts 
here alw, wlth the added feature that this line does not extend all the way to 6 = 0 as m the 
spln-1/2 w e  but temlnate~ at 6 = 0 136 T h ~ e  spin-1 results contradict some analytical 
results wh~ch have bean denved using continuum field theoretic approaches 
